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APPLICATIONS MODERNIZATION
Reimagine your business applications with modern,
agile, and innovative capabilities

Moving applications to the cloud can deliver differentiated business value. Companies are better equipped to outthink
competition, build exceptional customer experiences, and quickly adapt to market changes. But application modernization
requires experience with cloud methodologies and tools for application migration, modernization, and security.
TierPoint helps companies modernize faster and more successfully. We apply advanced technologies to lower costs and gain
advantages by rehosting, rearchitecting or replacing applications for hybrid and multicloud environments. Our cloud specialists will
help you define and develop your strategy, and select the right tools and platforms customized to your unique business needs.

Adapt to Change
Remain agile and achieve substantial performance improvements when applications
scale and can change with your business.

Improve Customer Experiences
Modernizing outdated applications allows you to evolve with customer expectations and
deliver an exceptional customer experience.

Cost Optimization
Reduce IT capital and create efficiencies by enhancing productivity and streamlining
workflows across your organization with modernized applications.

“Application
modernization
investments can save
up to 12.5% on annual
hardware costs, 5.8%
on annual software
costs, and 2.4% on
project costs”
- IDC Whitepaper, 2020

Reduce Time to Value
Close the gap between legacy and modern application environments. By deploying cloudbased applications you gain automation and agility, so business can deliver value faster.

Accelerate Innovation
By moving and building apps in the cloud, you gain speed, and your IT systems can be
changed faster - decreasing your time to market.
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Power Your Applications with Our Suite of Capabilities
Containers

Microservices

Serverless Architecture

Our cloud specialists can
help shorten the process of
moving legacy applications
to the cloud, easing software
development and ensuring
software runs reliably and
efficiently with container
architecture.

Simplify application lifecycle
management, reduce
architectural risks, and
maximize the benefits of
microservices with help from
our cloud certified consultants.

Reduce overhead and enable
developers to focus on core
products with serverless
architectures. Eliminate the
worry of capacity planning,
configuration, management,
and maintenance with the
help from our certified cloud
specialists.

Choose the Cloud that’s Right for You
TierPoint is cloud agnostic. Our primary focus is on establishing the best venue possible for workloads
and applications so that you can reach your business goals while meeting performance and availability
requirements. We can also help you place your cloud almost anywhere, including our colocation data centers,
in a private cloud, or public clouds like Azure and AWS.

We are a Hybrid IT Provider Delivering Exceptional Customer
Service Across a Broad Spectrum of Solutions.
Along with private, public, multitenant, and hybrid clouds, TierPoint offers an extensive portfolio of
managed services and data centers. As your IT strategy evolves, we meet you where you are and help you
along your journey.
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About TierPoint
A leading national provider of hybrid IT solutions, TierPoint helps organizations drive performance
and manage risk. No U.S. provider comes close to matching TierPoint’s unique combination of
thousands of clients; more than 40 edge-capable data centers and 8 multitenant cloud pods
coast to coast; and a comprehensive portfolio of cloud solutions, colocation, disaster recovery,
security and other managed IT services. With white-glove customer service, TierPoint professionals
customize and manage agile solutions that address each client’s unique needs.
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